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Forget about Ned Kelly and the bushrangers: for my money if you want a really romantic and

exciting saga of Australia, take a look at our mining history. It's a turbulent, dramatic story with

enough material for a bookshelf full of best-sellers ...a saga of tough men, iron-nerved gamblers,

violence, death and glittering riches set against the backdrop of some of the most awful country on

earth. And never has the story been better told than by Geoffrey Blainey.-Trevor Sykes Australia is

one of the world's great sources of mineral treasure. Out of the ground, on land and at sea, has

come wealth to create a host of lucrative industries. Our landscape is littered with mines bearing

evocative names like Rum Jungle, Noble's Nob, Broad Arrow and Siberia, and stories abound of

fortunes won and lost. The Rush That Never Ended tells the story of these mineral discoveries,

describes the giants of Australia's mining history and records the tremendous influence that mining

has had on Australia's attitudes to unionism, religion, law and politics. The first edition of The Rush

That Never Ended was a publishing sensation. It stayed on the best-seller lis --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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This book details the history of Australian Mining, but don't be put off by the seemingly dry subject-it

is anything but dry. Stories are told of the romantic gold rushes, the lucky, the unlucky, the

schemes, plots, the deceptions, the clouded histories, the despair of the many, and the fortune of

the few. For students of both human nature and history it has interesting insights, such as how plain

luck plays a significant part in human events, and how apparently small innocuous irrelevancies can



lead to profound outcomes.An interesting example is that of the Mount Morgan Mine in Queensland.

Black boulders, which cattle shied from, formed a low hill in the ranges. There was a gold rush a few

miles away, but nobody thought to test the black hill, as the rocks were all wrong. Farmers sold the

useless land the cattle didn't like. A lazy miner was sacked from his job, his wife pleaded for his

re-employment, in return for the locale of a "silver mine" in the hills. A few savvy mine managers

wandered into a black innocuous hill. They chipped away, took out leases over the whole hill (a wise

move), kept it very quiet (another wise move). When samples were broken, there was more gold

than black earth-it was assumed it wasn't gold but something else. They began to mine quietly away

until a local newspaper noticed there was a phenomenal amount of gold leaving a nearby town. The

word was out. Mount Morgan -the "freak lode" as described by geologists at the time-became one of

the richest and mightiest gold mines on earth. It defied virtually everything known about gold mines

at the time. Geologists were perplexed, but as long as shares repaid 413,000% of their value, the

owners didn't care. The copper that got "in the way" of gold processing eventually amounted to

about 250,000t of copper.
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